TRANSPORT
WORKSHOP
25 Years of Transport Planning
in one day
Build knowledge, generate
teamwork, have fun!

WWW.HEURISTICGAMES.CO.UK

Transport Planner is the unique one-day
workshop that puts you in the shoes of a
transport director…
•

Can you get all of your city’s residents to work during rush
hour?

•

What solutions will you use to keep commuters happy and
maximise your planning success?

•

How will you optimise your network and adapt to
challenges such as air quality and climate change?

How does it work?
Working in a team with a model city,
you will be responsible for delivering
transport services on a 5-year planning
cycle.
YOUR AIM: get the population of your
city from home to work or school during
the morning peak hour each day.

Keep your population happy…
Residents need to get to their
destination on time, travel by a mode
of transport they like and not have
to interchange. Success is defined
as maximising the number of happy
commuters.

There are challenges ahead...
As the day progresses you will have the
opportunity to upgrade your transport
network, implement policies to influence
people’s travel choices and make changes that improve air quality and reduce
greenhouse gas emissions.

Who will run the game?
Our team of Heuristics experts will take care of all aspects of the day...

Clare Sheffield
provides advice to policy-makers and the transport industry
on transport strategy & planning. Clare has pioneered creative
research and modelling techniques in the transport industry,
specialising in road pricing, cycling and behaviour change, and
air quality. Clare launched a successful in-house conference
series at Transport for London and has delivered bespoke
training and seminar sessions to students and professionals.

Andy Boston
is Director of Red Vector, an independent energy consultancy
specialising in modelling energy systems and delivering
interactive learning. Prior to this, Andy was Head of Analysis at
the Energy Research Partnership. He is a Chartered Engineer
with many years’ experience in leadership roles within the
energy sector.

Dr Mike Colechin
is Director of Cultivate Innovation, working with organisations
and individuals delivering innovative, low carbon energy
solutions. Prior to this, Mike worked as Partnership Manager
for the Energy Technologies Institute. He is a Chartered
Mechanical Engineer with over 30 years’ experience in
transport and energy.

What are the outcomes?
•

LEARNING THROUGH DOING: Direct immersion in the complexities of the
transport system delivers a hands-on experience unlike any other training

•

UNDERSTANDING MULTIPLE SCENARIOS: Each team will develop a
geographically and historically different city, each taking different decisions
and sharing their outcomes, learning from one another

•

STRENGTHENED TEAM WORKING: Development of communication,
negotiation, decision making and conflict resolution skills

•

A UNIQUE EXPERIENCE: This bespoke game has been crafted by our experts
to create an unforgettable day of learning and fun!
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Who is the game for?
•

Transport planners

•

Transport technology developers

•

Transport policy makers

•

Transport consultants

•

Research groups

•

Masters and undergraduate

•

Community groups

•

Anyone with an interest in

students

transport

Transport Planner can be tailored to
many different situations...
•

TRAINING NEW STAFF: New and experienced staff can play together,
exchanging knowledge on how the industry works in a hands-on and
memorable way

•

PART OF AN ACADEMIC MODULE: Transport Planner creates a fun, safe place
to engage in real-time strategy and try out responses to challenges before
facing them in the work place

•

AN AWAY DAY WITH A PURPOSE: A fun and educational option for a team
building day, engaging colleagues in an industry focused activity

•

AN INSPIRATIONAL INTRODUCTION TO THE WORLD OF TRANSPORT:
Students, community groups and anyone interested in transport can explore,
hands-on, the issues faced by planners

•

CONFERENCE WORKSHOPS: Transport Planner creates an excellent
networking environment for industry professionals, presenting a high value
option for an additional conference day

The game in action...
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Feedback from our participants...
“I have learnt about all of the aspects
of transport planning. The upgrades
between levels – policies, emissions
and CO2 levels are all realistic!! They
helped me to understand real life
problems”.
“What I found most useful was using
four different models of city so
that we could understand different
situations”

Booking Transport Planner
Our standard one day workshop, ideal for between 10-30 participants, includes:
•
•
•
•

Opening transport planner overview
A range of customised city options, utilising bespoke game pieces
Policy challenges, supplemented by presentation slides and real life
examples
Expert facilitators on hand, ensuring that participants at all levels are
challenged and assisted

To discuss pricing or to enquire about a customised or shorter workshop, 		
please contact the Heuristic Team: contact@heuristics.co.uk

The Heuristic Games team have designed and run training games for over
20 years, engaging business, government and academic audiences in unique
learning experiences. Check out our other games on our website:
www.heuristicgames.co.uk

POWER TRADER
Experience the commercial
reality of generating, trading
and supplying electricity.

IMPACT!
Identify, prioritise and manage
relationships with those needing
your academic outputs

